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Aim High Work Hard
Be Kind and Respectful

Make a Difference
At Dulwich College Shanghai Puxi it is our collective goal to ensure that our students are confident 
young adults who have a keen grasp of what it means to be worldwise. We want students to be self-
motivated, and to understand the importance of accountability.

In the Senior School we encourage our students to look outward, but lean in. We want our students 
to be naturally empathetic and adaptable, and to seek to make connections with their community and 
surroundings. We will teach our students to become internationally minded, yet community oriented; 
and help them to understand and respect the importance of a supportive community for their own 
wellbeing.

It is our expectation that Dulwich students are kind and respectful, giving as much as, and more than 
they take. We want our children to make a difference in their communities, and have a strong ethos 
about using their privilege for good.
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What is the IB Diploma Programme?
The International Baccalaureate Organization (or IBO), founded in 1968, is a nonprofit educational 
organisation based in Geneva, Switzerland. The IBO is a recognised leader in the field of international 
education and currently offers  over 7,400 programmes of study in over 5,400 schools in 159 countries 
to more than 1.9 million students aged between 3 and 19 years of age.

The Diploma Programme (DP) is a challenging two-year programme of international education for 
students aged 16 to 19 years old.

The IB Diploma Programme prepares students for university and for life in a global society by encouraging 
them to ask challenging questions; by teaching them to learn how to learn; and by helping them 
develop a strong sense of identity and culture and the ability to communicate with and understand the 
contexts of people from other countries and cultures.

The IB Learner Profile
The mission of the IB Programme is to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people 
who help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. 
This mission statement has been translated into the following ten learner profile attributes that students 
develop through their journey as IB students:

The Curriculum
Diploma Programme students follow six courses: three at Higher Level and three at Standard Level. 
The points awarded for each course range from 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest). Students are also awarded up 
to three additional points for their combined results on the Extended Essay and Theory of Knowledge. 
The highest total score for the IB Diploma that can be awarded is 45 points.

The Diploma is awarded to students who gain at least 24 points, subject to certain minimal levels of 
performance across the whole Diploma, and the satisfactory completion of Creativity, Activity and 
Service requirements.

The curriculum contains six subject groups together with the core made up of three components – 
Creativity, Activity, Service (CAS), Theory of Knowledge (TOK) and the Extended Essay (EE).

Students study six subjects, one from each of the six groups:

Group 1: Studies in Language and Literature
Group 2: Language Acquisition
Group 3: Individuals and Societies
Group 4: Sciences
Group 5: Mathematics
Group 6: The Arts

Students have the option of substituting a second subject from Group 2, 3 or 4 in the place of a Group 
6 subject. 
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The DP Core Subjects
The Core is compulsory and central to the philosophy of the IB Diploma Programme. The Core consists 
of 3 elements:

The Extended Essay (EE)
The Extended Essay requires students to engage in independent research through an in-depth study 
relating to one of the DP subjects they are studying. The EE has a prescribed limit of 4,000 words and 
equips students with the independent research and writing skills expected at university level.

Theory of Knowledge (TOK)
This course develops a coherent approach to learning that unifies the academic disciplines through 
interdisciplinary learning. In this critical thinking course, students inquire into the nature of knowledge 
and deepen their understanding of knowledge as a human construct.

Creativity, Activity, Service (CAS)
Participation in the school’s CAS programme encourages students to be involved in a range of activities 
and experiences which complement their academic studies throughout the Diploma Programme. The 
three strands of CAS enhance students’ personal and interpersonal development through experiential 
learning and enable journeys of self-discovery and engagement with a wider community. Creativity 
encourages students to engage in the arts and creative thinking. Activity seeks to develop a healthy 
lifestyle through physical recreation. Service within the community offers a vehicle for hands-on learning. 
Progress in CAS is monitored through a student-developd portfolio under the supervision of a teacher 
advisor, and is not awarded a mark. 

Assessment in the IB
Throughout their programme of study, learners are assessed internally and externally in carefully 
planned ways which measure individual performance against stated objectives for each subject.

Internal Assessment
The Diploma Programme curriculum requires students to complete a major project in each IB Diploma 
subject they undertake, enabling them to apply the knowledge and skills they are developing in the 
classroom in a manner which reflects the rigour of university-level research and writing. These Internal 
Assessments (IAs) are assessed by the subject teachers and moderated externally by IB examiners. 
The moderation process is an important part of maintaining consistency, fairness, high standards, and 
accountability in the IB Diploma Programme.

External Assessment
In May of the second year, students in most of the subjects will be expected to undertake IB Diploma 
examinations based on two years’ worth of content. The grading system is criterion based, so results 
are determined by performance against set standards, not by each student’s position in the overall rank 
order.

Validity, reliability and fairness are the watchwords of the Diploma Programme’s assessment rubric 
and philosophy. Due to the degree of objectivity provided by the standard examination environment, 
externally marked examinations form the greatest share of assessment for each subject. 
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Subjects on Offer at Dulwich College Shanghai Puxi
The table below shows the subjects that can be studied in each of the academic groups. Students 
must select three Higher Level and three Standard Level subjects. In combination with the subjects, 
students are required to fulfil the requirements of the Core components of TOK, EE and CAS to gain 
full certification in the IB Diploma Programme. All students will also undertake a period of Wellbeing 
per week as part of their timetable.

Group 1
Language 

and 
Literature

Group 2
Language 

Acquisition

Group 3
Individuals & 

Societies

Group 4
Sciences

Group 5
Maths 

Group 6
The Arts*

Chinese A: 
Language and 

Literature HL/SL

English A: 
Language and 

Literature HL/SL

Chinese B HL/SL

English B HL/SL

Spanish B HL/SL

Mandarin ab 
initio SL only

Spanish ab initio 
SL only

French Ab Initio  
SL only

A second 
Language A from 

Group 1

Geography HL/SL

History HL/SL

Business   
Management 

HL/SL

Economics HL/SL

Chemistry HL/SL

Biology HL/SL

Physics HL/SL

Computer   
Science HL/SL

Sports, Exercise 
and Health  

Science HL/SL

Mathematics: 
Analysis and 

Approaches HL/
SL

Theatre HL/SL

Visual Arts HL/SL

Music HL/SL

* It is important to note that students have the option of substituting a second subject from either 
Group 2, 3 or 4 in place of a subject option from Group 6. We actively encourage students to ensure 
that the subjects they select are appropriate for university entrance, will maximise their potential, 
and provide satisfaction and enjoyment. Students who are selecting a second Science or Humanities 
course as an elective in Group 6, must provide reasons for selecting the course, for example, “I plan to 
take Engineering at Toronto University and to apply. I must be able to study Mathematics HL, Physics 
HL and Chemistry HL or SL”.

TWO IMPORTANT NOTICES
1.  Courses will be offered based on enrollment.
2.  It is not always possible to accommodate all course selections due to timetabling conflicts. Every 

effort will be made to accommodate student preferences but on occasion it may be necessary for 
students to modify their option choices. This is the exception rather than the rule.

While every effort will be made to accommodate all course selections, in some cases it may be necessary 
for students to modify their course selection choices because of scheduling conflicts.

Frequently Asked Questions
Do all students follow the full IB Diploma Programme?
The majority of students entering into Year 12 will begin the full IB Diploma Programme, but some 
students may be advised that the full programme may not be the appropriate option for their growth as 
students, or not ideally suited to their college or university aspirations. In these specific situations, the 
College will direct the student to follow an individualised set of Diploma Programme courses, designed 
to best meet their needs and abilities. The College will identify students who may need to follow such 
a route and meetings will be set up with the individual students and their parents to discuss the options 
available.

What are the entry requirements for individual subjects in the IB Diploma Pro-
gramme?
Entry to individual courses will be considered after the mock examinations in Year 11. In general 
students will be expected to be on track to achieve at least a B grade at (I)GCSE to take a course 
at Higher Level, and at least a C grade to take a course at Standard Level. Students who have not 
demonstrated sufficient potential to start on a particular Higher Level or Standard Level course will 
be asked to provide alternative selections when choosing their options in Year 11, and may need to 
complete preparatory work over the summer. Final suitability for courses will be determined once (I)
GCSE results are released in August. Student attitudes to learning will also impact on whether they are 
accepted into the programme. 

Can I take four Higher Level subjects?
It is possible to take four Higher Level subjects as part of the IB Diploma programme, but it is strongly 
discouraged. The Diploma programme is a demanding programme of study and will be challenging 
for even the most motivated students. Universities do not favour students with four Higher levels and 
taking such a challenging programme could result in weaker performance across the subjects due to 
the workload pressures. We will consider allowing four Higher Level subjects only for review purposes: 
if a learner is unsure of which HL subjects they would like to take, we will allow them to start the DP 
with four, and will review their choices within an agreed upon timeframe in order to discuss which three 
HL subjects they will keep. All students would be expected to be on three Higher Levels by the end 
of Term 1. If a student is keen to take four Higher Level subjects at the start of their course for valid 
reasons, they must consult with the  Diploma Coordinator for further advice and guidance.

What is a Bilingual IB Diploma and how do I achieve it?
The Bilingual IB Diploma is awarded to students who complete the full IB Diploma in a language that is 
not their mother tongue. To be awarded a Bilingual IB Diploma, a student must either:

• complete two languages selected from Group 1 with the award of a grade 3 or higher in both. 
For example, a student may take Chinese A: Literature and English A: Language and Literature; 
or

• complete one of the subjects from Group 3 or Group 4 in a language that is not the same as 
a student’s nominated Group 1 language. For example, as students will study all their subjects 
through the medium of English, they must study Chinese A: Language and Literature in Group 1. 
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University Courses and Careers
University Courses
Students from Dulwich College Shanghai Puxi set their sights on a range of universities around the 
world. These destinations may include the UK, the US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, Hong 
Kong, Singapore and mainland Europe. All university choices and destinations, even those which are 
not mainstream for us, will be supported by our Careers Counselling and Universities Guidance team. 
It is imperative to acknowledge that the admissions requirements vary widely according to country, 
university and course. For some courses, the student must take specific subjects at Higher Level, while 
others will take into consideration the student’s development through the Diploma Programme -- while 
other universities will set subject choice and level as immaterial, with the only requirement being a 
specific point score. 

Students at our College aim high, and many have already chosen what they feel will be their courses 
and subjects for university. Although it seems sensible to choose Diploma Progamme subjects and 
levels based on these aspirational choices, in many cases it is not essential. The main exceptions to this 
tend to be scientific,  mathematical and engineering subjects, and languages programmes or those 
involving particular technical skills such as the Fine Arts or Performing Arts. 

We have highlighted below some degrees that are popular with our students. This is not an exhaustive 
list. 

Medical Degrees
For Medicine, HL Chemistry must be studied – this is a universal requirement. Most medical schools 
will also require a second Science subject (Physics or Biology) or Mathematics at HL – and some will 
make the specific  specification that Biology must be studied. It is very unusual for medical schools to 
require all HL subjects to be three Sciences or two Sciences and Mathematics, although the University 
of Cambridge in the UK does prefer this. When in doubt, ask the university counsellor, or visit the 
university website. 

There are many other factors to be considered around the study of medicine. For example:

• medicine is largely a graduate degree programme in most countries outside the UK (this provides 
more flexibility with the choice of first degree);

• most medical schools require an interview before they are prepared to offer a place; and
• most medical schools will require applicants to take an external assessment as part of the 

application process (e.g. UCAT or BMAT in the UK, UCAT in Australia)

Science and Engineering Degrees
Science and engineering degrees will certainly require a largely scientific/mathematical set of HL 
subjects, with the exact combination dependant upon the specialization that is planned at degree 
level. HL Mathematics: Applications and Analysis, Physics and/or Chemistry are highly recommended 
for any engineering degree. 

Economics, Finance and Accountancy Degrees
Many degree programmes will be interested in a student’s skill level in, and knowledge of, Mathematics. 
A strong score (5+) in a Mathematics HL or the top score (7) in Mathematics: Analysis and Approaches 
SL is desirable. Many students also take Business HL if the intention is to study Economics at university, 
but this is not essential for most universities.

Business and Management Degrees
There are no specific requirements for these degrees, although many students choose to study Business 
Management or Economics to ensure this is what they may want to spend their undergraduate years 
studying at university.

Candidates will certainly need to show some ability in Mathematics because of the quantitative nature 
of some of the modules, so it is important to investigate the Mathematics requirements of the unversity 
and course that a student plans on taking. Some universities in the USA expect students to have 
taken the most rigorous mathematics course available to them, even if it does not specify this on their 
requirements. 

Psychology and Sports Science Degrees
In the UK, Psychology and Sports Science have a strong scientific base and therefore at least one 
science subject among your HL choices will be essential. A student does not need to study Psychology 
in the IB to be accepted into a Psychology degree programme at university.

Visual Arts, Design and Performing Arts Degrees
While requirements here vary widely, any student wishing to enter these fields will most likely be 
required to choose their chosen subject at Higher Level. They should also be prepared to produce 
a portfolio of work or perform an audition. This may well be more important than the IBDP results in 
getting a place at their chosen college.

Law or Media Studies Degrees
There are no particular subject requirements for these degrees, but to study law, it is helpful to study 
a course at HL that requires analysis of texts (English A or History are good choices). Outside of the 
UK, law is largely a graduate option. For the US, students should select a Humanities-based degree 
or Liberal Arts programme, for example History, Business, Political Science, English, Economics or 
Philosophy as a first degree.

Careers
Gap Years
Gap years are becoming increasingly popular amongst Dulwich students. Most students are happiest if 
they have a clear goal and plan for the year. It is important that any student taking a gap year consider 
how this will support their university studies when the gap year comes to an end. 

Gap years may be necessary if a student’s initial choice of university does not work out or if they need to 
reapply. There is plenty of advice available as to the constructive use of gap years which your counsellor 
will be happy to share with you. 
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Summer Programmes
Many universities will offer the opportunity to take part in summer programmes on campus. This 
provides the opportunity to explore an interest or develop a skill as well as to live for a week or more in 
university housing, explore the local area and come to a decision whether this is the place to spend the 
next 3-4 years. The University Counseling office can provide detailed information on available options. 

Foundation/Pathway Programmes 
While some foundation or pathway programs are open to domestic students who want extra 
preparation before beginning their undergraduate studies, most preparatory programs are created 
with international students in mind. It’s no surprise that most foundation programs are found in English-
language countries like the US, UK, Australia, and Canada, and language acquisition is often a priority 
in these courses. But preparatory programs also help to integrate students from abroad. They give 
students a chance to acclimatise to their host country and often include cultural instruction alongside 
standard subjects like reading, Math, and Science.

IB Subjects
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Group 1: English A: Language and Literature
“A book is a dream you hold in your hands”

Neil Gaiman

Entry Guidance
English A: Language and Literature is recommended for first language students, or students with a high 
level of fluency in English. Any student interested in selecting the course must have had previous formal 
literary experience and training, and be capable of writing critical essays about texts. For Higher Level, 
a minimum of a B in IGCSE Language and Literature, or a course of similar rigour, is required. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• engage with a range of texts, in a variety of media and forms, from different periods, styles and 
cultures; 

• develop skills in interpretation, analysis and evaluation; 
• develop appreciation for the formal and aesthetic qualities of texts; 
• develop an understanding of relationships between texts and a variety of perspectives, cultural 

contexts, and local and global issues;
• develop an understanding of the relationships between studies in language and  literature and 

other disciplines; and
• communicate and collaborate in a confident and creative way.

Course Content
The areas of exploration for this course consists of three broad concepts: readers, writers and texts; 
time and space; and intertextuality. The focus of the course is to explore the role of context in the 
construction of meaning of a text through the reading of texts from the Prescribed Reading List (PRL). 

Assessment

HL 
6 literary texts:
2 Language A from the PRL
2 translation from the PRL
2 free choice
A wide range of non-literary texts will also be studied.

External Assessment
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (25%)
Higher Level essay (20%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (20%)

SL
4 literary texts:
1 Language A from the PRL
1 translation from the PRL
2 free choice
A wide range of non-literary texts will also be studied.

External Assessment
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (35%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (30%)

For further advice contact the Head of English: amy.uffindall@dulwich.org

Group 1: Studies in 
Language and Literature
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Group 1: Chinese A: Language and Literature
“To read literature is to taste the wonder and meaning,  

and discuss and analyse different views”
Tao Yuanming

Entry Guidance
Chinese A: Language and Literature is recommended for first language students, or students with a 
high level of fluency and literacy in Chinese. Students interested in selecting the course must have had 
formal literary experience and training, and be capable of writing critical essays about texts. For Higher 
Level, a minimum of a B in IGCSE Mandarin as a First Language is required. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• engage with a range of texts, in a variety of media and forms, from different periods, styles and 
cultures; 

• develop skills in interpretation, analysis and evaluation; 
• develop appreciation for the formal and aesthetic qualities of texts; 
• develop an understanding of relationships between texts and a variety of perspectives, cultural 

contexts, and local and global issues;
• develop an understanding of the relationships between studies in language and literature and 

other disciplines; and
• communicate and collaborate in a confident and creative way.

Course Content
The areas of exploration consists of three broad concepts: readers, writers and texts; time and space; 
and intertextuality. The focus is to explore the role of context in the construction of meaning of a text 
through the texts from the Prescribed Reading List (PRL).

Assessment

HL 
6 literary texts:
2 Language A from the PRL
2 translation from the PRL
2 free choice
A wide range of non-literary texts will also be studied.

External Assessment
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (25%)
Higher Level essay (20%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (20%)

SL
4 literary texts:
1 Language A from the PRL
1 translation from the PRL
2 free choice
A wide range of non-literary texts will also be studied.

External Assessment
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (35%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (30%)

For further advice contact the Head of Mandarin: amber.zhou@dulwich.org

Group 1: Language A School Supported 
Self-Taught (SSST) Literature

“A book is a device to ignite the imagination”
Alan Bennett

Entry Guidance
School Supported Self-Taught is only offered at SL, and is recommended for students who wish to 
pursue studies in a first language that is not offered by the school. Any student interested in studying 
this course must have had previous formal literary experience and training in the language, and be 
capable of writing critical essays about texts. 

Although Dulwich College Shanghai Puxi will provide guidance to students following this course, it is 
the expectation that parents will find (and fund) a tutor to support their child throughout the course, 
and for assessment purposes. If considering this option, the student must meet with the IB Diploma 
Coordinator to determine the best way forward. Students who are considering this option must be 
highly self-motivated, as the success is dependent on independent learning.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• engage with a range of texts, in a variety of media and forms, from different periods, styles and 
cultures; 

• develop skills in interpretation, analysis and evaluation; 
• develop appreciation for the formal and aesthetic qualities of texts; 
• develop an understanding of relationships between texts and a variety of perspectives, cultural 

contexts, and local and global issues;
• develop an understanding of the relationships between studies in language and literature and 

other disciplines; and
• communicate and collaborate in a confident and creative way.

Course Content
The areas of exploration consists of three broad concepts: readers, writers and texts; time and space; 
and intertextuality. The focus is to explore the role of context in the construction of meaning of a text 
through the texts from the Prescribed Reading List (PRL).

Assessment

SL
9 literary texts from the Prescribed Reading List (PRL)
4 Language A from the PRL
3 translation from the PRL
2 free choice
A wide range of non-literary texts will also be studied.

External Assessment
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (35%) 

Internal Assessment
Individal Oral (30%)

For further advice contact the Head of English: amy.uffindall@dulwich.org
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Group 2: Chinese B
“You can never understand one language until you understand at least two”

Geoffrey Willans

Entry Guidance
The Mandarin Language B course is recommended for second language learners with some previous 
experience of learning the language, typically from Years 7-9 and in the IGCSE. Students who have 
completed IGCSE Mandarin as a Foreign Language course, or IGCSE Mandarin as a Second Language 
will be eligible. For Higher Level, a minimum of a B in IGCSE, or a course of a similar standard, is 
required. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• develop intercultural understanding;
• understand how to use the language in a range of contexts and for a variety of purposes;
• develop an awareness of the role of language in relation to other areas of knowledge;
• develop an awareness and appreciation of the different perspectives of people from other 

cultures, through the study of texts and through social interaction; and
• develop an awareness of the relationship between the languages and cultures with which they 

are familiar.

Course Content
The course comprises five themes. Within each theme, pupils explore various topics, such as global 
issues, education, health, technology and inventions. These are presented through a wide range of text 
types and their conventions. Additionally, at HL, pupils study two literary works that form the basis for 
the Individual Oral Assessment.

Assessment

HL 
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

SL
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

For Further Advice contact the Head of Mandarin: amber.zhou@dulwich.org

Group 2: Language 
Acquisition
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Group 2: English B 
“A different language is a different vision of life” 

Federico Fellini

Entry Guidance
The English B course is recommended for second language English learners. Students who have 
completed the IGCSE English as a Second Language, or IGCSE English as a First Language, but for 
whom English is a second language, will be eligible. For Higher Level, a minimum of a B in IGCSE 
English as a Second Language, or a C in English as a First Language is required. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• develop intercultural understanding;
• understand how to use the language in a range of contexts and for a variety of purposes;
• develop an awareness of the role of language in relation to other areas of knowledge;
• develop an awareness and appreciation of the different perspectives of people from other 

cultures, through the study of texts and through social interaction; and
• develop an awareness of the relationship between the languages and cultures with which they 

are familiar.

Course Content
The course comprises five themes. Within each theme, pupils explore various topics, such as global 
issues, education, health, technology and inventions. These are presented through a wide range of text 
types and their conventions. Additionally, at HL, pupils study two literary works that form the basis for 
the Individual Oral Assessment.

Assessment

HL 
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

SL
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

For further advice contact the Head of English: amy.uffindall@dulwich.org
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Group 2: Spanish B
“The limits of my language means the limits of my world”

Ludwig Wittgenstein

Entry Guidance
The Spanish B course is recommended for second language learners with some previous experience 
of learning the language, typically from Years 7-9 and in the IGCSE. Any students who have completed 
the IGCSE Spanish as a Foreign Language course, attaining a minimum of a B grade, will be eligible 
to take the Standard Level course. The most important consideration is that the course should be a 
challenging, educational experience for the student. To take Spanish B at Higher Level, a minimum of 
an A in IGCSE Spanish as a Foreign Language is recommended.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• develop intercultural understanding;
• understand how to use the language in a range of contexts and for a variety of purposes;
• develop an awareness of the role of language in relation to other areas of knowledge;
• develop an awareness and appreciation of the different perspectives of people from other 

cultures, through the study of texts and through social interaction; and
• develop an awareness of the relationship between the languages and cultures with which they 

are familiar.

Course Content
The course comprises five themes. Within each theme, pupils explore various topics, such as global 
issues, education, health, technology and inventions. These are presented through a wide range of text 
types and their conventions. Additionally, at HL, pupils study two literary works that form the basis for 
the Individual Oral Assessment. 

Assessment

HL 
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

SL
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

For further advice contact the Head of Modern Foreign Languages: madeline.barton@dulwich.org

Group 2: Mandarin Ab Initio
“Absorbing others’ experiences and improving ourselves”

Shi Jing

Entry Guidance
This course is aimed at students with little or no prior experience of learning Mandarin. Students who 
have studied Mandarin as a Foreign Language in Years 7-9 or completed an IGCSE Mandarin as a 
Foreign Language qualification are usually not eligible for this course. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• develop intercultural understanding through the study of texts and social interaction;
• use the chosen language in a range of contexts and for a variety of purposes;
• develop awareness of the role of language in relation to other areas of knowledge;
• develop awareness of the relationship between the language and relevant cultures; and
• develop a basis for further study, work and leisure through the use of an additional language.

Course Content
The ab initio course is organised into five themes: Identities, Experiences, Human Ingenuity, Social 
Organization and Sharing the Planet.

Each theme has a list of topics that provide the students with opportunities to practice and explore the 
language and develop intercultural understanding. Through the development of receptive, productive 
and interactive skills, students learn to respond and interact appropriately in a defined range of 
everyday situations.

Assessment

SL
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

For further advice contact the Head of Mandarin: amber.zhou@dulwich.org
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Group 2: Spanish Ab Initio
“To have another language is to possess another soul”.

Charlemagne

Entry Guidance
This course is aimed at students with little or no prior experience of Spanish. Students who have 
studied Spanish in Years 7-9 or completed an IGCSE Spanish qualification are usually not eligible for 
this course. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• develop intercultural understanding through the study of texts and through social interaction;
• use the chosen language in a range of contexts and for a variety of purposes;
• develop awareness of the role of language in relation to other areas of knowledge;
• develop awareness of the relationship between the language and relevant cultures; and
• develop a basis for further study, work and leisure through the use of an additional language.

Course Content
The ab initio course is organised into five themes: Identities, Experiences, Human Ingenuity, Social 
Organization and Sharing the Planet.

Each theme has a list of topics that provide the students with opportunities to practice and explore the 
language and develop intercultural understanding. Through the development of receptive, productive 
and interactive skills, students learn to respond and interact appropriately in a defined range of 
everyday situations.

Assessment

SL 
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

For further advice contact the Head of Modern Foreign Languages: madeline.barton@dulwich.org

Group 2: French Ab Initio
“French is a language that makes those who speak it both calm and 

dynamic”.
Bernard Pivot

Entry Guidance
This course is aimed at students with little or no prior experience of French. Students who have studied 
French in Years 7-9 or completed an IGCSE French qualification are usually not eligible for this course. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• develop intercultural understanding through the study of texts and through social interaction;
• use the chosen language in a range of contexts and for a variety of purposes;
• develop awareness of the role of language in relation to other areas of knowledge;
• develop awareness of the relationship between the language and relevant cultures; and
• develop a basis for further study, work and leisure through the use of an additional language.

Course Content
The ab initio course is organised into five themes: Identities, Experiences, Human Ingenuity, Social 
Organization and Sharing the Planet.

Each theme has a list of topics that provide the students with opportunities to practise and explore the 
language and develop intercultural understanding. Through the development of receptive, productive 
and interactive skills, students learn to respond and interact appropriately in a defined range of 
everyday situations.

Assessment

SL 
Identities
Experiences
Human Ingenuity
Social Organisation
Sharing the Planet

Paper 1 (25%)
Paper 2 (50%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Oral (25%)

For further advice contact the Head of Modern Foreign Languages: madeline.barton@dulwich.org
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Group 3: Humanities 

Group 3: Business Management
“Those who disrupt their industries change consumer behaviour, alter 

economics, and transform lives.” 
Heather Simmons

Entry Guidance
While the course is designed to support every student, regardless of their past experience, students 
need a good grasp of academic English. It is recommended that students seeking to take Higher Level 
Business Management have completed IGCSE Business Studies or Economics, and achieved a grade 
B or above. If the IGCSE has not been taken, a course of similar rigour of grade B or above will allow 
students to be considered for Higher Level.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• encourage a holistic view of the world of business;
• empower students to think critically and strategically about individual and organisational 

behaviour;
• promote the importance of exploring business issues from different cultural perspectives;
• enable the student to appreciate the nature and significance of change in local, regional and 

global contexts;
• promote awareness of the importance of environmental, social and ethical factors in the actions 

of individuals and organizations; and
• develop an understanding of the importance of innovation in a business environment.

Course Content

Higher Level and Standard Level 
Core topics
• Business organisation and 

environment
• Human resources
• Finance and accounts
• Marketing
• Operations management
• Higher Level students are expected 

to complete extension units in all 5 
topics. 

Higher Level
External Assessment
Paper 1: (25%)
Paper 2: (30%)
Paper 3: (25%)

Internal Assessment
Research project (20%)

Standard Level
External Assessment
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (35%)

Internal Assessment
Written commentary (30%)

For further advice contact the Senior School teacher: francine.hearn@dulwich.org
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Group 3: Economics
“Economics is the method by which we prepare today to afford the 

improvements of tomorrow.” 
 Calvin Coolidge

Entry Guidance
The course is designed to support any students regardless of their past experience as long as they have 
a good grasp of academic English. However, it is recommended that students seeking to take Higher 
Level Economics to have completed IGCSE Business Studies or IGCSE Economics and achieved grade 
B or above. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• develop a critical understanding of a range of economic theories, models, ideas and tools in the 
areas of microeconomics, macroeconomics and the global economy

• apply economic theories, models, ideas and tools and analyse economic data to understand and 
engage with real-world economic issues and problems facing individuals and societies 

• develop a conceptual understanding of individuals’ and societies’ economic choices, interactions, 
challenges and consequences of economic decision-making

Course Content

Higher Level and Standard Level 
Core topics
• Introduction to Economics
• Microeconomics
• Macroeconomics
• The Global economy
• Higher Level students are expected 

to complete extension units in 10 
subtopics as well as additional HL 
topics. 

Higher Level
External Assessment
Paper 1: (30%)
Paper 2: (40%)

Internal Assessment
Portfolio of three 
commentaries (30%)

Standard Level
External Assessment
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (30%)
Paper 3 (30%)

Internal Assessment
Portfolio of three 
commentaries (20%)

For further advice contact the Senior School teacher: tom.lee@dulwich.org

Group 3: Geography
“Geography explains the past, illuminates the present and prepares us for 

the future. What could be more important than that?”
Michael Palin

Entry Guidance
While the course is designed to support any student regardless of their past experience, it is 
recommended that students seeking to take Geography at Higher Level have completed the IGCSE 
Geography course, or a course of similar rigour and achieved a grade B.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• develop an understanding of the dynamic interrelationships between people, places, spaces and 
the environment at different scales;

• develop a critical awareness and complex thinking in the context of the nexus of geographic issues;
• understand and evaluate the need for planning and sustainable development through the 

management of resources at varying scales; and
• acquire transferrable learning skills through the interpretation of maps and materials, as well as 

organising ideas and presenting arguments through extended writing.

Course Content

HL and SL Core Topics
• Population distribution – 

change and possibilities
• Global climate – 

vulnerability and resilience
• Global change in resource 

consumption, security and 
stewardship

HL Additional Topics
• Global Perspectives Global 

Interactions
• Places, Power and Net-

works
• Development and Diversity
• Global Risks and Resilience.

Option Topics (2 for SL, 3 
for HL to be selected)
• Freshwater – Drainage basins; 
• Oceans and their Coastal 

margins; 
• Extreme environments; 
• Geophysical hazards; 
• Leisure, tourism and sport; 
• Food and health; and 
• Urban environments

Assessment

HL 
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (25%)
Paper 3 (20%)

Internal Assessment
Fieldwork (20%)

SL
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (40%)

Internal Assessment
Fieldwork (25%)

For further advice contact the Senior School teacher: eamonn.king@dulwich.org
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Group 3: History
“A people without the knowledge of their past history, origin and culture is 

like a tree without roots.”
Marcus Garvey

Entry Guidance
While the course is designed to support any student regardless of their past experience, it is 
recommended that students seeking to take History at Higher Level have completed the IGCSE History 
course, or a course of similar rigour and achieved a grade B or above.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• critically evaluate and analyse information and sources;
• make balanced, reasoned judgments on historical factors and events;
• master bodies of knowledge in order to critically explore the past;
• write sophisticated analyses around historical questions;
• engage with different types of history; military, political, social, economic and cultural history; and
• be able to actively engage with and challenge differing historical perspectives.

Course Content

HL and SL Core Topics
The move to global war. 
• Japanese expansion in East 

Asia (1931 -1941)
• German and Italian 

expansion (1933-1940)

World History Topics
Authoritarian states:  
• Mussolini, Stalin and Mao.
Causes and effects of 20th century 
wars: 
• Spanish Civil War (1936-1939)
• The second Sino-Japanese War 

(1931-1945)
• The Second Italo-Abyssinian War 

(1935-1936)
• First World War Europe (1914-1918)
• Second World War in Asia (1939-

1945)

HL Regional Option 
Option 4: History of Europe
• Inter-war domestic 

developments in European 
states (1918-1939)

• Diplomacy in Europe (1919-
1945)

• Post-war western and 
northern Europe (1945-
2000)

Assessment

HL  
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (25%)
Paper 3 (35%)

Internal Assessment
Historical Investigation (20%)

SL
Paper 1 (35%)
Paper 2 (40%)

Internal Assessment
Historical Investigation (25%)

For further advice contact the Senior School teacher: lauren.mcginty@dulwich.org
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Group 4: Sciences 

Group 4: Biology
“A totally blind process can by definition lead to anything; it can even lead 

to vision itself”
Jacques Monod

Entry Guidance
For students interested in taking Higher Level Biology, it is recommended that they have successfully 
completed the IGCSE dual award, or a course of similar rigour, to at least a B grade.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• develop an ability to analyse, evaluate and synthesise scientific information;
• develop experimental and investigative scientific skills including the use of current technologies;
• develop and apply 21st century communication skills in the study of science;
• become critically aware, as global citizens, of the ethical implications of using science and 

technology; and
• develop an understanding of the relationships between scientific disciplines and their influence 

on other areas of knowledge

Course Content

HL and SL Core Topics
• Cell Biology
• Molecular Biology
• Genetics
• Ecology
• Evolution and Biodiversity
• Human Physiology

HL Additional Topics
• Nucleic Acids
• Metabolism
• Cell Respiration and 

Photosynthesis
• Plant Biology
• Genetics and Evolution
• Animal Physiology

Option Topics (1 to be 
selected)
• Neurobiology and 

Behaviour
• Biotechnology and 

Bioinformatics
• Ecology and Conservation
• Human Physiology

Assessment

HL 
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (36%)
Paper 3 (24%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

SL
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (36%)
Paper 3 (24%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

For further advice contact the Head of Science: john.dixon@dulwich.org
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Group 4: Computer Science
“Everyone should learn how to program a computer, because it teaches you 

how to think”
Steve Jobs

Entry Guidance
For students interested in taking Higher Level Computer Science, it is recommended that they have 
successfully completed the IGCSE Computer Science course or a course of similar rigour with at least 
a B grade.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• demonstrate initiative in applying thinking skills critically to identify and resolve complex problems;
• develop logical and critical thinking as well as experimental, investigative and problem-solving skills;
• develop and apply communication technology skills to communicate information confidently 

and effectively;
• raise awareness of the moral, ethical, social, economic and environmental implications of using 

science and technology; and
• develop an appreciation of the possibilities and limitations associated with continued 

developments in IT systems and computer science.

Course Content

HL and SL Core Topics
• System Fundamentals
• Computer Organisation
• Networks
• Computational Thinking, 

Problem Solving and 
Programming

• Case Study

Compulsory Additional HL 
Topics
• Abstract Data Structure
• Resource Management
• Control Systems

Option Topics (1 to be 
selected)
• Databases
• Modelling and Simulation
• Web Science
• Object-Oriented 

Programming

Assessment

HL 
Paper 1 (40%)
Paper 2 (20%)
Paper 3 (20%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

SL
Paper 1 (45%)
Paper 2 (25%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (30%)

For further advice contact the Senior School teacher: tom.lee@dulwich.org

Group 4: Chemistry 
“Science is the poetry of reality”

Richard Dawkins

Entry Guidance
For students interested in taking Higher Level Chemistry, it is recommended that they have successfully 
completed the IGCSE dual-science course to a B grade, or a course of similar rigour. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• develop an ability to analyse, evaluate and synthesise scientific information;
• develop experimental and investigative scientific skills including the use of current technologies;
• develop and apply 21st century communication skills in the study of science;
• become critically aware, as global citizens, of the ethical implications of using  science and 

technology; and
• develop an understanding of the relationships between scientific disciplines and  their influence 

on other areas of knowledge.

Course Content

Compulsory HL and SL Core 
Topics
• Atomic structure
• Periodicity
• Chemical bonding and structure
• Energetics
• Chemical kinetics
• Equilibrium
• Acids and bases
• Redox processes
• Organic chemistry
• Stoichiometric relationships

Compulsory Additional HL 
Topics
• Atomic Structure (extended)
• Periodicity (extended) 
• Chemical bonding (extended)
• Energetics (extended)
• Chemical kinetics (extended)
• Equilibrium (extended)
• Acids and bases (extended)
• Redox processes (extended)
• Organic chemistry (extended)
• Measurement and analysis

Option Topics: 1 to 
be selected
• Materials
• Biochemistry
• Energy
• Medicinal chemistry

Assessment

HL 
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (36%)
Paper 3 (24%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

SL
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (40%)
Paper 3 (20%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

For further advice contact the Head of Science: john.dixon@dulwich.org
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Group 4: Physics
“Not only is the universe stranger than we think, it is stranger than we can think.” 

Werner Heisenberg

Entry Guidance
For students interested in taking Higher Level Physics, it is recommended that they have successfully 
completed the IGCSE Physics and Maths courses, or courses of a similar rigour, to at least a grade B.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• develop an ability to analyse, evaluate and synthesise scientific information;
• develop experimental and investigative scientific skills using current technology;
• develop and apply 21st century communication skills in the study of science;
• become critically aware, as global citizens, of the ethical implications of using science and 

technology; and
• develop an understanding of the relationships between scientific disciplines and their influence 

on other areas of knowledge.

Course Content

Compulsory HL and SL Core 
Topics
• Measurements and Uncertainties
• Mechanics
• Thermal Physics
• Waves
• Electricity and Magnetism
• Circular Motion and Gravitation
• Atomic Physics
• Nuclear Physics
• Particle Physics
• Energy Production

Compulsory Additional HL 
Topics
• Wave phenomena
• Fields
• Electromagnetic Induction
• Quantum Physics
• Nuclear Physics

Option Topics (1 to 
be selected)
• Relativity
• Engineering Physics
• Imaging
• Astrophysics

Assessment

HL 
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (36%)
Paper 3 (24%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

SL
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (40%)
Paper 3 (20%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

For further advice contact the Head of Science: john.dixon@dulwich.org

Group 4: Sports, Exercise and Health Science
“Desire is the key to motivation, but it’s a commitment to excellence that 

will enable you to attain the success you seek.”
Mario Andretti

Entry Guidance
While the course is designed to support any student regardless of their past experience, it is 
recommended that students seeking to take Sports, Exercise and Health Science at Higher Level have 
completed the IGCSE Physical Education course, or a course of similar rigour.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• develop an ability to analyse, evaluate and synthesise scientific information;
• develop experimental and investigative scientific skills using current technologies;
• develop and apply 21st century communication skills in the study of science;
• become critically aware of the ethical implications of using science and technology; and
• develop an understanding of the relationships between scientific disciplines and their influence 

on other areas of knowledge.

Course Content

Compulsory HL and SL 
Core Topics
• Anatomy
• Exercise Physiology
• Energy Systems
• Movement Analysis
• Skill in Sports
• Measurement and 

Evaluation of Human 
Performance

Compulsory Additional HL 
Topics
• Further Anatomy
• The Endocrine System
• Fatigue
• Friction and Drag
• Skill Acquisition and 

Analysis
• Genetics and Athletic 
• Performance
• Exercise and Immunity

Option Topics: 2 to be 
• Selected
• Optimising Physiological
• Performance
• Psychology of Sports
• Physical Activity and Health
• Nutrition for Sports, Exercise 

and Health

Assessment

HL 
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (35%)
Paper 3 (25%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

SL
Paper 1 (20%)
Paper 2 (35%)
Paper 3 (25%)

Internal Assessment
Scientific Investigation (20%)

For further advice contact the Director of Sport: grace.stewart@dulwich.org
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Group 5: Mathematics

Group 5: Mathematics: Applications and Analysis
“The mathematician does not study pure mathematics because it is useful; 
they study it because they delight in it and they delight in it because it is 

beautiful”.
Georg Cantor

Entry Guidance
It is recommended that students seeking to take Mathematics Applications and Analysis at Higher Level, 
have completed the IGCSE Mathematics curriculum with a minimum A* grade or IGCSE Additional 
Mathematics at Grade B or above. 

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to: 

• develop an understanding of the concepts, principles and nature of mathematics;
• develop logical and creative thinking, and patience and persistence in problem solving to instill 

confidence in using mathematics;
• appreciate how developments in technology and mathematics influence each other;
• appreciate the moral, social and ethical questions arising from the work of mathematicians and 

the applications of mathematics; and
• appreciate the contribution of mathematics to other disciplines, and as a particular “area of 

knowledge” in the TOK course.

Course Content

HL and SL Core Topics
Number and Algebra 
Functions 
Geometry and Trigonometry 
Statistics and Probability 
Calculus

HL 
Paper 1 (30%)
Paper 2 (30%)
Paper 3 (20%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Exploration (20%)

SL
Paper 1 (40%)
Paper 2 (40%)

Internal Assessment
Individual Exploration (20%)

For further advice contact the Head of Mathematics: jonathan.haworth@dulwich.org
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Group 6: The Arts

Group 6: Music
“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind,  

flight to the imagination, and life to everything.”
Plato

Entry Guidance
While the course is designed to support any student who has an interest and passion for music, the 
IGCSE Music course is a helpful preparation. The course is ideally suited to students who are regularly 
involved in music-making, for example through membership of school ensembles and through having 
individual instrumental or vocal lessons. Some experience in composing and some understanding of 
western music theory would be beneficial. As performance plays a part in the course, it is expected that 
students will arrange individual music lessons on their selected instrument.

Course Aims
This course enables candidates to:

• explore a range of musical contexts and make links to, and between, different musical practices, 
conventions and forms of expression;

• acquire, develop and experiment with musical competencies through a range of musical practices, 
conventions and forms of expression, both individually and in collaboration with others; and

• evaluate and develop critical perspectives on their own music and the work of others.

Course Content

Compulsory HL and SL Core Topics
Exploring Music in Context
Experimenting with Music
Presenting Music

Compulsory Additional HL Topics
Contemporary Music Maker

Assessment

HL 
Exploring Music in Context (20%)
Portfolio Submission
Experimenting with Music (20%)
Presenting Music (30%)
Contemporary Music Maker (30%)
Portfolio submission/Practical Exercises

SL
Exploring music in context (30%) (external)
Portfolio Submission
Experimenting with Music (30%)
Presenting Music (40%)

For further advice contactthe Director of Creative Arts: jonathan.haslett@dulwich.org
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Group 6: Theatre 
“We must all do theatre, to find out who we are, and to discover who we 

could become.”
Augusto Boal

Entry Guidance
While the course is designed to support any student regardless of their past experience, it is 
recommended that students seeking to take Theatre at Higher Level have completed the IGCSE Drama 
course, or a course of similar rigour. Due to the collaborative nature of the subject, this course can only 
run with at least three students. 

Course Aims 
This course enables students to: 

• experience and participate in a wide and varied range of theatre activities and develop proficiency 
in more than one area of theatre technique; 

• become familiar with forms of theatre from their own and different cultures; 
• explore different theatre traditions in their historical contexts; 
• develop the confidence to explore, to experiment and to work individually and collaboratively 

on innovative projects, which should involve challenging established notions and conventions of 
theatre; and 

• understand the dynamic, holistic and evolving nature of theatre and the interdependencies of all 
aspects of this art form. 

Course Content

Compulsory HL and SL Core Topics
Theatre in context
Working with play texts
Examining world theatre traditions
Creating original theatre
Theatre processes
Presenting theatre

Compulsory Additional HL Topics
Creating theatre based on theatre theory

Assessment

HL 
Director’s Notebook (20%)
Research Presentation (20%)
Solo theatre piece (35%)

Internal Assessment
Collaborative project (25%)

SL
Director’s Notebook (35%)
Research Presentation (30%)

Internal Assessment
Collaborative project (35%)

For further advice contactthe Director of Creative Arts: jonathan.haslett@dulwich.org

Group 6: Visual Arts
“Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the same time.’”

Thomas Merton

Entry Guidance
Some prior experience of making art is recommended but curiosity about the work of artists; or 
fascination with the culture of art exhibitions, galleries, art museums, the built environment, visual 
culture or heritage, is expected. The course requires a significant amount of analytical and reflective 
writing in addition to practical art making. All students are required to undertake work in a variety of 
media, including: drawing, painting, sculpture, textiles, printmaking and photography during the first 
year of the course in order to meet the Process Portfolio requirements.

Course Aims
This course enables students to:

• investigate past, present and emerging forms of visual art; engage in researching, discussing and 
evaluating art; and produce personal creative statements as a personal response;

• understand local, national and international contexts through visual art and culture;
• develop the skills, techniques and strategies necessary to make personal statements in traditional 

and new medias; and
• take responsibility for making relevant contemporary art inflected by personal experience.

Course Content
There are three course components:

Compulsory HL and SL Core 
Topics
Comparative study
Process Portfolio
Exhibition

HL
External Assessment
Comparative Study (20%)
Process Portfolio (40%)

Internal Assessment
Exhibition (40%)

SL
External Assessment
Comparative Study (20%)
Process Portfolio (40%)

Internal Assessment
Exhibition (40%)

For further advice contact the Senior School teacher: charlotte.sneath@dulwich.org
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Duke of  Edinburgh 
International Award
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Duke of Edinburgh International Award
The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award is a youth award programme that equips young people 
for life. Founded in the United Kingdom in 1956, it is the world’s leading youth achievement award. In 
2015 more than 1.1 million young people around the world took part in the Award in more than 140 
countries and territories. Since the Award’s launch 60 years ago, it has inspired millions of young people 
to transform their lives. 

Entry Guidance
Although the Award is not compulsory for IB students, it slots in well with the CAS requirements of the 
programme, and is an opportunity for students to gain an additional qualification. 

The Award is available to all young people aged 14-24. Participating in the Award is a personal challenge 
and not a competition against others; it pushes young people to their personal limits and recognises 
their achievements consistently. The Award encourages young people to design their own programme 
of activities, set their own goals and challenge themselves to achieve their aims.

The Award is comprised of three levels and four sections. Participants complete all four sections at each 
level to achieve their Award. The four sections are:

Service 
Participants volunteer in their communities, make a positive contribution to society and demonstrate 
social responsibility. 

Physical Recreation 
Encourages young people to improve their fitness and performance and enjoy healthy lifestyles for 
good mental and physical wellbeing.  

Skills 
Enables participants to develop their talents, broaden their abilities, increase their self-confidence, and 
improve their employability. 

Adventurous Journey 
Young people discover a spirit of adventure and gain a deeper understanding of the environment and 
the great outdoors.

Through the award, we aim to have personal growth and develop ourselves ready for the global 
community so that we can “graduate worldwise”. The award outcomes allow us to develop:

1. Confidence
2. Resilience
3. Relationships and leadership
4. Creativity and adaptability
5. Planning and problem solving
6. Managing feelings
7. Communication
8. Personal and social wellbeing
9. Civic competence
10. Intercultural competence

Content and Assessment
The course will be complete through service, skill and physical activity hours throughout the year. This 
can be done in school through CCAs and electives, or you may find an out of school opportunity. At 
the start and end of the course there will be a trip to help you complete the adventurous journey. 
The first trip (during residential week) will be a practice where you can hone your skills for expedition 
or exploration of a new environment. The second journey will be your assessment journey and will 
culminate in a short presentation on your findings from the trip.
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